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Study of attitudes of the elderly toward agin;:, E: the aged*

(a preliminary report)

by E.I. Signori & J. /,',ozak

University of nritish Columbia .

Department of Psychology

Limitations of this report

The major purpose of this study was to provide a closer perspective

and appreciation of what elderly people think and feel about aging and the

aged. Contained herein.is a:summary of the recorded written responses of

200 consecutive statements received .from male and female persons 65 years

old and over, in response to several_broad questions regarding Agift and the

aged: The summary statements attempt to capture the diversity of meaning

found in. the recorded statements about a number of issues which are of

interest to the elderly surveyed. Although 4 comparison between an analysis

of the.lst and the 2nd hundred cases indicated ahigh degree of similarity

in the issues discussed, no claim ia-made that the trends shown are general-

izable to the total population of the elderly in B.C. However, that the issues

May be of conce.rn to.a large nhmber of the elderly is not contraindicAed by

these data. Tbe additional, though as yet unanalyzed, data at hand from

approximately 400 other respondents eventually should prove useful in confirm-

ing or disconfirming the consistency of present trends. Horeover, a. more

detailed computer analysis, when possible, will attempt to.,relate and-interpret

trends according tot age groups, education, income, marital status, sex and

occupational background.

.

Currently an attempt is being made also to relate the experiental

findings reported herein to findin3s obtained by studies using questionnaire

and/or structured interview procedures.

* Presented at the Annual fleeting of the Canadian Association- on Gerontology

held islovember 11 - 13, 1976, 'Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver, B.C.
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STUDY OF ATTITUDES OF TliE ELDEnY TVARDS Acr,;c AND THE AGED

_This project waS funded by the provincial government through their
Careers '76 Summer Programme which provided grants to UBC for the.employment

of students. During the previous tWo years of study and search the authors
were able to conclude that there was a significant lack of information

concerning the elderly's own views an0 opinions toward aging and the aged.
Moreover, studies.that have been attempted seen most often to have used
formats inVolving predetermined questionnaires and/or:structured interviews.
It was felt that such approaches might be by-passinn, a great deal of the
experienced views, feelings, attitudes and opinions of importance to the
elderly themselves. Accordingly in this project it was decided to adopt_
and follow a somewhat different procedure.- one that wassufficiently open-
ended and that would permit the elderly person to express his own views on
any natter which he felt might be important for understanding how the elderly

person perceived and conceptualized the fact of aging and the aged.

AcCordingly, the elderly person's participation was guided by only a very'

few general questions, viz:

What are your tmpressions about elderly people?
-how: do you feel about:being old?
How do you think the elderly person is viewed in our society?
-What else mfght be done to improve life for the elderly?
-Any other comments?

The important feature of these questions: is that they direc.t one to focus on
one's -ownvimpressions,- experiences, feelings and attitudes abbut thelact
orher/his aging. In this way it is felt that the respondent is more
likely to report ons,bat s(he) Ieels is important in aging rather than
supplying answers to.,more specific questions whichotheri (usually much
younger people) have-deemed to constitute-the essential ingredients for
an understanding of aging:

In the Present study one important consiceration has peen the provision
made.for reporting on uniqueness of experience, feelings and attitudes and
not on the commonality of experience dictated by the answers to a standard

-----set of-spec-ific-queations - niany little- cr n intere-S-t

or importance to a respondent. If common'or general trends appear in the
present-study it will be as a result of the common experiences identified
in highly individual reports and these Will have surfaced withoUt sacrificing-
the highly unique additional data which appear in the.individuai reparts.
.To the present authors this feature would seem to add to the validity and
value of the individual reports over data collected.by:a standard questionnaire; .

.mareover it may be contended that.a respondentis,apt'to present a more
precise report when he is'directly reporting on his owa experience and
:feelings than when he.is asked to report-to a:set Pattern of-queStions
affiong vihich are many with which "he:is often unable to relate,'or because
they rePresent the dictates bf enforced authority may provoke response
distortions that have-little to do with the content of the experience,
,atf:itudes or feelings about aging.

Other data sought from;respondenta-were hiographical -in nature and
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include: age - by 5-year intervals from age 60 to 804, sex: education

completed-by gioss categories: none, grade school, high school, college,

vocational; marital status; financial resources: superior, sufficient,

inadequate; Uorth American citizensh_p: 1st, 2nd, 3rd Leneration or more,
other; and former ocdupation by broad categories: e.g., agricultural,
business, professional, home maker, secretarial etc., and other.

This information was solicited in order to provide, if the need should
arise, some basis for estimating and evaluating the comparability of the
varioussamples (e.g. the 1st 100 consecutive reports and the 2nd, and 3rd
100 consecutive reports and/or reports from special groups of elderly or
younger control groups) in regard to the major trends being reflected in
their statements. It was felt that the best interest of the project would -

be servecrif one could avoid requesting overly personal information on any
biographical fact but especially in areas concerned with financial matters.

In the initial stages of the study the reports were obtained by inter-
view and the responses were recorded by the interviewer. This method WAS

soon reserved for individuals who might not otherwise wish to participate.
Most of the data were obtained as written statements by participants.

A copy of the sheet given to each respondent containing the above
information is shown as Appendix I.

Analysis of Data:.

The statements given by theelderly inresponse toeach broad queStion

were analyzed in detail for the specific meaning(s) they contained. Here

the critical problem is-to establish what issues the respondent,is raising.
Cross-checking by wid judges and agreement hy them on questionable issues
was achieved before the issue was liated. Only.,the new issues which appeared.
in subsequent statements:were added tO the list. Recurring iitues were
recordedas frequencies by report.number opposite the appropriate issue-
to provide a basis for counting total frequencies. Frad this point on the
analysis involVed drawing together:those issues which seems to telate, mean-
ingfully toaimilar categories, e.g., issues pertaining to health,.housing,
transportation, mental ability, social adjustment, personality; human
relationsi maturity, etc. At all times the designation of the categories was
deteimiried by the nature and frequency ofthe:issues mentioned in-the individual
report's rather than from a predetermined list of categories. This ptocedure
also:allows for the formation, of ptogressively broader categories that may
-be'dictated,by the data itself.

The'data for the 1st 200 cases are summaiized foi each.question'separately.
In each instanCe, general trends are noted indidating the.(N) nUmbet.of;-
mentions by which it is'supported. The numbers that follow in brackets, e.g.,
(8), unaccompanied by the letter (N),, give an indication of the typeof sug

,gestion that features Most strongly in the total (N) that Supports the patti.
cular generalization. Other specifically_mentioned_items.notaccompanied.by
.numbets appeated infrequently or.seyeial.times and are-indicated in order
to amplify the Meaning of the generalizatioh.'

.14



Q.1. What are your-impressions about elderly people?

From the tabular listings shown below:it is seen that the elderly

attributs: both favorable-and uni..vorable personal qualities to other

elderly_in a ratio Of.approximatelY.2*1.., Although the data shown .

represent the findings for.200 cases, a similar ratio of favorable

to unfavorable qualitieS was-obtained for'both the 1st and-the.2nd 100

consecutive cases separately, however, despite the similarities-

in trend shown between the 1St and 2nd hundred consecutive cases some

differences occur in the Variety of the deseriPtive details that appearS

among the 1L:t and 211:: hun:red,L:L3a5. The overall extended listing

for 200 cases only, is given in the agtings.

Favorable or_positive qualities

Kind (17), nice (10), appreciative (2), gentle, pleasant-

(when healthy, or financially secure or even despite
misery) 34

Good (1':7), wonderful (2), great, terrificfine; lovely-

if healthy .

- 25

Contented (12) L'if married, e.g., common law, happy,(2),

cheerful (4), good sports (4),.have fun (2), optimistic 30

Friendly (1?), helpful (3), sociable'(6),_ agreeable,
humaa when healthy,and financially,secure .29

Are,active 17

Tolerant:(7,), understanding .(/), thoutful, considerate,-
courteous, especially'if healthy or in older men 15

Adjusted and mature ,(7), sensible (3),.stable.sane,
reliable, same over the years 15

Enjoy life (3), Want to enjoy life (2), zest for life (3),

try to live a full:life (2),-try to en.loy-theirgolden

years 11

Interesting (d) -.as conversationalists 8

Well groomed (4), pride in appearance ,5.

Have dignitity and self-respect 2

Fine quality of spirit . 1 '

Do their test 1

Like a quiet life 1

Capable of great humour *. 1

Some maintain a youthful-or spiritual outlook . .1

11=196.

Unfavorable or negative:qualities

Lonely (23) - if single or widowed female.(1) 23

:Withdrawn (7)-, 7

'Individualistic (8)
0

Self-centred (5) talk about themselves toe much, self-
pitying (4) 10,

Greedy, grasping, rake too mUch for granted, unappreciative
(2), expect too muCh'from Govt, and social workers 5

Grouchy (4), crochety, disgrUntied,miserable &Cranky,.

stubborn, puSh and,obnoxious, difficult (2). 11



Unhappy (3), sad (2) - with ailments, depressed, poutinag 7

Complain too much (3) but not willing to help themselves,
gr-.1mb1es, if sick or poor, critical - of the young,
fussy 7

tad, not nice, not so good (2), disappointing 5

Inactive (3), passive, lazy, indifferen't 6

Are dependent on others, need help (2) 3

Snme have idiosyncratic habits, mumble, leave fly open,
mismatch clothes 1

. Some overindulge in drinking, smoking, eating 1

Very few are screwy 1

N =95

Because of a lack of appropriate.comparative'data it is not possible
-to judge whether the elderly are any more Charitable or severe in
judging their peers than younger people nay be Of theirs.

The elderly are described bJth favorably and unfavorably (N=34)
with regard to 11.1satIL.11910,21ms.s in a ratio of about 1:1. Some.are
capable and can handle their own affairs, are intelligent (4), some
are bright at 90, have more wisdom, knowledge, experienCe, under-
standing, open-mindedness and common sense. They are-more resourceful
and manage well when healthy. As such they are seen as inportant
to society,- aware of social changes, and have a lot tocontribute
to others, but because society wrongly sets :Lem aside, they represent
a lot of wasted talent. In negative terms some are dedcribed as
confused (5), or show mental impairment or age mentally, lose their
ability to remain lucid, and at their worst are senile and function
as 'vegetables'. In:other respeCts some.are described as ignorant,
illiterate, set in their ways - (which is-a handicap), tied to the
past or conservative. As in many of these comparisons it would,be
of4interest to know how well yourvrer people_evaluate theii peers
in regard to mental competence.

Of the reports about Physical Health (N=33) a few are poditive
and include: the elderly are-neat and clean, and take excessive care
of-themselves. When they are in good health they are likely to be
outgoing, full of life and active, activity assurdslongevity and
contentment and thus are able to help other elderly people. The
remainder emphasize that the elderly may have either mental or'physical
problems and impairments and handicaps, e.g. hearing loss, which
reduce their phydical activity; they may also experience anxiety
about illness, or endure suffering, Which results in moans and,groans.
More generally they are described as being in poor or failing health,
or experience waning health, which way make them physically slower.
Illneds or poor health also makes itharder to change-and adopt new,
life style. Mnreover, the elderly themselves contribute to their
plight,through a lack of personal care or by avoiding Or riot getting
the exercise they need. Men more than women-are also seen as unable
to care for themselves and are'dirty1 a lot of the tine.



The elderly take an interest in economic-and financial matters
(N29). They claim they have less money ta the rest of society, .

and are much concerned about.inflation (6) and .47,eneralli see themselves

as poVerty stricken (b). Lack of sufficient money 1s-seen-as-reducing

their sphere of life. Some have prepared-for old age and manage,well

.,on what they have, or are comfortable because they are-well-off.

Some are careful spenders and for others the'anxiety experience of

the depression of the 30!s is seen as fostering tolerance and under-
standing, and denial of luxuries in Order to save for their old age.

Others claim that their sufficient pension has improved their state
of happiness, or that they appreciate the financial assistance and
care given to them, or that they can have tao much financial

independence for their own good. 171oreover, their inexperience with

money matters may lead to confusion and frustration later in life

(especially for surviving widows).

In regard to interests, the elderly are also evaluated both

favorably and unfavorably.(N=28).

--Falvdralilyth-ey-are-seen as very occupied:, keen on many. sub)ects .

intetested in most things, aCtive in community,affairs and eager to

become involved. Most seem,to be aware of.events (nre.with it),

, are busy in one way or another, active in different categories of
sport, in.games at.centres or in recreationand as having time .for

travelling, holiday and entertainment. They also.try to keep up with
daily liviv4i,..and are concerned with problems of the world as well as
with tore.letalsocial problems including the problems nf youth.
Among the negatively toned attitudes the elderlY.are seen as not
taking advanta2e of senior citizens activities and .not being _Sufficiently

interested in everything, or losing aninterest in their surroundings.
,Some don't care.and make no effOrt to staY in.the main stream-Of

life. In other respects some are shut.off frolathe learning arts
and on wIlat ic going on in politics.. They are also seen as worshipping
youth and money too much andt!!ercy losinf out on f.%n. However,

churches have becOme a part of:their lives and the suestion is made
that more of them should have a hobby.

In comparative terms- the elderly are described'(U=17) as .to dif-

ferent Irmv other people (8) or that theyeare all different, or can be

tolerated. Theirjife is better than before. :Within the elderly some
arerood, other baa, some are active.andnthers are-not; same are old

at 70-others are out to enjoy lifesome are tolerant of young people,

others are not: They are also.considered lucky (in relation-to oihers)..

Comments-are made about the conduCt of the elderly (M4-42).. 'Seme

complain that the elderly use the label 'old age pensioner' to obtain

concessions, or for seeking special privileges. Also some of them' drink

too mnch,:or show a lack, of spiritual strength. Moreover, old-married

women are catty and the,Victorian backgrOund Offemales.restrains their

involvement They seem to- accept (uncritically) what the gcver'nment
provides because their poverty denies them an opportunity to organize.
In more fayorable terms they may be categorized more as fighters than as
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passive;participants in societY and are described as courageous in
keeping contact with the old an,! thenew. Also-they are seen as
having strong moral principles, or as experiencing anxiety about the
moral attitudes of the younger generation.

In regard to life style (A=11) the elderly,have more freedom than
before and like their independence (4) - preferring to stay at home,
with some being especially sa0.sfied.with their own home. They are
also viewed as an asocial people who opt out of coMmUnity life, and
-are deprived of their former companionship. Some accept their lot,
try to make the best of things and/or have a good outlook on lift

Others describe the kind's of adjustments some people make to the
aging process (N=9). Some are resigned to_ their situation (of being
old) and are aware that time is running out. Others are coy.about
it, or treat it as though it isn't true; or bring the fact of aging
to the attention of others for'subtle reasons. Moreover, the eventual
-disappearance of one's old friends through death causes anxiety about

, the future, and some even wait for death. There,are others who_feel
. .activity, in life should cease for the aged and others who experience

depression and .difficult times with retirement.
\N

In the area, of social and human relations (N=6) the elderly prefer
to he with people of their own age, but.some like the young, and want
to be loved by family'and friends. They need.loving care and under-
standing and should'be appreciated more as pioneers. Finally, the
elderly are sociable, enjoy company'and friends; are good social
mixers; and are lovely to work with.

Some of the elderly expressed views about the developmental
aspects of aging (14=3).. Thus, 'the elderly are basically the same
over the years, or mellowwith-age or becoile progressively over-demanding.

3 subjects did not -really know and 12 ,ave no responses.

..How do yoU feel about tieing old?
'

The most frequently expressed yiew to tis question is that getting
old is an ineVitable natural.prOcess, about which noti7in.7 can'be
done and therefore one should take-it as it comes and mak the best
of it (11=69:' iloreover, many never, feel old 'or show little concern or
are indifferent about getting. old (A=42) eNpressedyariously
"haven't decided what old is',"never think of it', or "feels no-dif-
ferent'. When positively'or favorably:experience.(11=41)' respondents
describe:their feelings As good, e-!Aoyable, sreat, fine, etc., with
infrequent.qualifiers such as:"11 ,tn.sood health', or "within one'.ss
physical limitations", or""when accompanied:with friendship or.respect".,
oi."as an interesting period. pf 'fulfillment". When negatively'or
unfavorably reacted'to (11=44) gettins old is'describedas soiething to

: be dialiked, hated,.. dreaded, as saddening oi depressing and.as a'
terribly lonely period with infrequent qualifiers such as:- '?because
of physical ,limitations; illness', or "wishing.to be younger".

_ ,
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State of physical health is also identified as an important factor

thatdetermines how one might feel,atout getting old. (N=2,5). Good

health is a prerequiSite for enjoying old age but wore frequently

there is expressed a concern ab61,t illness,.physical disabilities,

waning strewth, loss of energy, feelings of tiredness, difficulty in

moving about, and the cruelty that may accompany certain of these

, conditions.

On the matter of social and human relations-the elderly respondents

recognize (LI=Li) that social life and good family relations may con-

tribute to producing positive feelings about aging, Some feel fortunate

becauSe their family is near; or th2't they have a family in the 4th

generation. Some are pleasant to othera,.m.tad their Own business or
avoid being over-demanding to improve theix relations with others.

Some are happy hen their spouse is uot in a nursing home or are
happy to help .others and do volunteer work, if they are in .good health

themselves.. however, if one is plagued by pain one may be troublesome

tp others and one respondent felt she was a nuisance to younger peoPle.

One male respondent lamented the lack of cooperation by younger females

which be felt mig.ht force him into homosexuality. Others express a

desire tnbe apart from others,or.to stay out of senior care and are

sensitive to feelings of.resentment by their children who felt they

could be elsewhere.

,r-
.Onc's-independence, freedom. from' commitment and responsibility

and.to do one's own thing, express one's own ideas, and to travel ----
and holiday when.one wants-to Are seen.es cowforts'as well as.factors

which add happiness to and .reduce the process of aging'(a=l0).

. Some of the,elderly 'placgthe resnonsibility_on-the-person-hinself-
___Lar-enjoymeut-inniqd age---(10-.-, One should have.things to do,.keep

healthily and enfiYailly actiVe, try to live one day at A time and keep'
interest.±d in one's dafly activi:A.es, 'try to be young, be pleased to
helf, others and engar,se in volutt-,.ry activiries.

Some respondents (1:1=5) coiame.nt about the mental competence of

those getting.old. Some elderly.are seenas (.ble and efficient as
ever, especially if they: are also in good health. Some teel more
assured.or well adjusted, or lndepenuent and may have too many interests
to accommodate while others feel they are no'Ionger usefill but try to

maintain a sense of humour and engage in narrow interests such as
readihg newspape'rs, etc: Eowever, social- invol',/ement.and interaction
keeps one alert and advice is 7.iven to keep busy and keep learning to
maintain mental competence.

Feelings and enjoyment in old af;e are also seen as dependent upon
one's financial circumstances or upon financial assistancejrom the
government or on whether one can manage. (a=--4).

,

In comparative terms (N=2) a few reported they feel they had a
better,childhood than today's' youngsters, or are proud of the generations

that follow.
9
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Feelings al)outying are not wholly neF.ative or saddening

experiences (N=6). Variously expressed is a wish to die, or looking

forward to the hereafter.

Resentment was also xpres:iuu about havinc,g, to retire because

of a calendar dare..

Religious pursuits arc sean as offerinl mental well-being-in

old'age.

Aging is als,o viewe,i as another phase of life.

Finally, old.age is worse for a man.

I indicated "no cOmment" and 4 gave no response.

Q.3. How do you think the elderly person is viewed in our society?

Significantly,.the elderly believed that society views them in a

more negative than positive fashion. The types of'negative attitudes
expressed (2=143) can be 'summarized in a response given by a respondent,

viz, the elderly are seenNas expendable sUpercargo in which the
attitude aggravates as government costs rise." The elderly feel ihac
society'sees them as a burden '(8), as an obstacle to the.ambitions of

youth, gs a nUisance (l5), as being unwanted (9) by own children,' as

unnecespary (4), aS parasites, and.as an evil influence. They also

feel that the elderly are categorized as over4he-hill as one whose

life is over, aS a has been, as a non-productive per , as a liability,

;as something to be rid of, set aside or hidden, and s something removed

from the mainstream of life,'as squares, as olefashioned or as tied
to the pastforcing old views on the,young.

Furthermore, the elderly feel they are not normally respected or
that the.young'do not respect the elderly (30). And are not truly

accepted, nor honoured, nor tolerated, or merely tolerated, are treated

harshly, with contempt: as underdogs, as 2nd or 3rd class citizens, .

and that others will not help them. They felt they mere seen as being

unappreciative, unsociable, disliked, viewed negatively, disparagingly,

rudely, carelepsly and frowned upon,.oz they are.viewed as unworthy

of praise, taken for granted or ignored or as unworthy penSioners

and are considered stingy. They are made the butt of awkward'remarks

by the young, are coddled because they won't live long and are viewed

as ones who present the Problems of dying to society. Theyare.also
viewed as.pitful .objectSfor. whom one feels sorry, or as dirty, Or

merely forgotten, as having large concerns and as ones who receive
publicityfor their failures, and, perhaps are missed only after death.

Of the positive and favorable evaluationp made (li=89) the elderly

feelthat they ;lie Tespected by. all (l7)-only if earned, or if they
respect Others, and.especially.in Jewish and oriental.cultures. They

re venerated and honoured, appreciated_loved, admired,,esteemed,

1 0
.



tole, .ced, acceTALed or treated uith chrity (10), and-that others,
.express their, favorable atti,udes generally .as-. alright, goodi.well,

or faVorably (10)1 The elderly an. s;imra kindness and seen- in a gpod
light by the family, the family is nice to the, most,people are kind
to them, and grandchildren are kincier.. 41so they are:treated con-'
siderately, kindly,,fairly, viewed as assets, or patronized by the
young, and are considered useful at times. L.;oreover,-society is

seen as being fond of them, gi7iug them concessions and mostly as

liking to help them.

In more.comparative terms (N=40) some elderly claim:-they are..
.,treated better than before (4), are better off than before-or that

s,-it is better than it wasj7), but are not treated as well as they shoulci
be. Some treat them kindly, others do not; they are treated fairly
well by some people, some view them as good, others as bad, or that
thele is room.for improvement. liore negatively the elderly.feel there
is less respect than before, one respondent felt that young people were
seen as inconsiderate and old people as nice. Moreover, ihe elderly
are viewed differently 'by different people, or it depends,on the

person -ou.come into cont6ct with,and will vary according to the person

.and will be highly indivihal.

A more neutral, general attitude is expressed when the elderly
claim they are treated-no differently from others,_are viewed as
receivin3 no preferenceS, and that it is no_different from past
generations or have no 'complaints. One -respondent stated 'that a lot

depends on how a person thinks of. himself.

With regard to-health (ii=3) the elderly aie viewedias ones who .

present the problems of dying to society, are slow in /peech and action,.
-

and, more positively, are admired for their good hettn. ,

In the area of social and human relations- (N=19), being Viewed
as elderly is the first social error. Some elderly blame the negative .
soCial attitudes towards them as resulting from their being labelled
as ',old age pensioners or as 'senior citizens' or of their being
toci much in the news or in the'limelight,.or on there being too much

0 talk about being older, although it is aindIy meant. "Noreover, they
are misunderstood by modern youn7 people and, conversely, equally
misunderstand them. They.are viewed as enyious of the younger-
generation, but as a minority lack power and are iherefore unrecognized.
Though they are in need' of encburagement, society neither thinks about
nor_helps. the elderly. The elderly also claim that'they do not worry
too many people, that personal help iS aVoided.aild everybody iS too
busy to deal With them, 'and that the government giVes only lip service
to Oeir needs. Finally, they are seen as lonely without the family.

In negative financial or economic;terms (N=.-15) the elderly are
seen.as ones who are exploited in business or are neglected in relation'.
to the fixed incomes they live on, or are seen as having fixed financial '

security. They see-themselves'as having incomes below the poverty
line and are, discriminated againat in stores and cafes because they'don't
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spend too :::uch, and4s li-ving in :Aseiable roo:Ang houses. They are
viewed as'a .0er.c.en on the,scate ,..7herf poor, and with jealousy by some

people in reL.ard,to financial help beinz received and as.benefiting
from reduced rates on-many of 0,11- activities availa51e for the elderly.
Moreover, they are viewee favoraiy iT rich, are frowned upon if on
pension, older children cannot afford to'lool.;.. after them': and are seen
as spendin i. money on bingo or as having no money.'

The elderly are viewed both positively and negativeiy (a=14) in
regard to .their mental Competence, Some of the young trust their judg-
ment andexperience,. appreciate their reading'competence and- knowledge,
and some elderly feel they an insufficientlx used by the professions.
The elderly are able to live by'themselves, and.are valuable when
interesting and makinvcontributions. They- are also described as
mentally incompetent, and as incapable of doing anything useful for
others, or for themselves.

17S-.

Some elderly believe that the status and importance of the aged
in.societyhas'been depreciated (N=12).: society .has reduced the previous
satus of the aged.in that they enjoy no special-privileges and that
ageis no longer accepted for its wisdom- They feel that the- elderly'
should )De.vieWed as a font of wisdom rather than as a burden. ,Sotiety
riews them as losin!; in charactef and skills or that theelderly should-.
lice viewed as.mentally reta2ded to be entertatned or cuddled as children,
or that old age is.a time for reminiacing. Some elderly feel that
they comMand less respedt than before, and are-denied responsibilitY
although they may be acquiring some as well as getting a special -placr
in society. k

Some elderly point out that modera life style's (N=5) in which
small families working mothers and selfish ixterests are maghified.
leads to plaCinr the elderly in rest or nursing homes, and cities and
municipalities are forced to take an interes in tbAr needs and make
concessions. 1ToreOve, there is no place in the family for them'and
the present,small home trend,does not allow them to remain with the
faMily. 'These trends.also seem to reflect or Support.the statement in .
one report that society takes less interest-in parents .today. .

1Finally, 4 intknow what to bay. or couldn't answer, and 9 gave
no answer.

A 4. What else might be done 'to improve life for the elderly?

. Help the elderly to becothe involved in a variety of activities
received marked mention in the improvements suggested by the elderly
(N=57). The suggestions made .include: ajieed for more and better
places-for recreation, more accessible Centers. - With cultural and-hobby

. activities during daylight hours; more al entertainMent, social
contacts and gatherings and social activities for men. Theelderly are.,

.Also exhorted to join'clubs, golden-age groups and to' participate in
projects, community affairs, in politics, in physical activities and
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_ -

outdoor recreations. They should maintaintheir interests, eSpecially

-in reading. Moreover;' information centers and other centers shoUld,
not bediscontinued, especially as onergets used to them. .People .
should not be taken out oftheir mmunities (for activities) even
though some dc not. participate-sufficiently in the available benefits.

There istoo emphasis on games.rather than on other forms.of

recreation..

In regard to social and human relations (14=55) the elderly suggest '

a.need for more sympathy, compassion, respect, kindness,, patience and

.,understanding, less interference i... homes by social yorkers, more contact

.from.peopIe and reIatives'and others.who love and.khow about books,:
, -

rather than-froth government personnel mOre,sacial iife (7) and social

%.
organization. Some'suggestionswere made to maintaincommunication'at
all\age revels but alsoto place people of the same ag \in homes,.And
avoid housing the elderly With mental,retardates and to*oid using
labels te describe the elderly.' A news letter abdut CounSelling
Iservice should_be.Sent to Pensioners. The lonely.need help\and those

,
Who livealone need help withshoPPinn, banking, etc... The-elderly"

'should be made to feel needed but-they are exhorted to show mere spirit

and prOve'their sature'and,iMportance to the-life that surrOunds
,

;.thieMl. Both arederl andProvincial Ninister for-Seniors would be
,,,

, ,%

of benefit'to their.:,caUSe4

TheelderIciMake a' variety of propoLls' (1=54) to reduce their
:financial 'colkernand:A.Mprove their financial status.. Some suggest
better ControIsOver-fthe negative effects of-inflation on their savings. .

btheis cdmplain.Sefthe Inadequate suppert they receive and.the loss of

'dignity whioheften ACCoMpanies thiS%status. Narious spedifics,are

suggested tO deal' with the.-Troblem: by removing all forms,oftaXation,

by tax remissiond Wreducing'inceme taXes, allowing a higher income :

-allowance,.removing Schodl taXes,-raiSing pensions ancLby being.given
tOtal.freedoM.to wend their earnings, or a.guaranteed adequate incoMe;.
.especially to" widows who had no:cppertunity to join:_a Tension-plan .

or:a de-arit pensionby makingYretireMent contingent on One'sfinancial
"sedurity;- by'being-g-rant-ents from business people, by encouraging

,__Jaare-taX-01.7eings. for. Old. age And help reduCe current inflation;
:by reducing'er controlling the cost ofliving (7,) by increasint; rental

subsidies or correlating:rents with income (,9) and low.rental apartments

to those on pension. ,The financial stitusrof.the elderly might also

be improvedjf they-had.total soclaled care including housework,
gardeningand transportation, and treatment for health problems would -

:allow theM to avoidthe high.costs of hospitalization'and going broke...
Costs might.be redu"ced if financial assistance were.given only to the ,.!

elderly peer and not to othex_yoUngor old healthy people.. Other sug--;

gestionSinciude prOviding other free rvices and Privileges to the

.aged an4 mbre freedom to spend more forthe'elderly..

A significant proportion of.th elderly are atisfied (H=40) with
..what opportunities-are available, with the centers and with life.

Nething,er nut much more, ShOuld be_given--especially-Silide-some of the
elderlyare4inwi-lling-tbitive anything,:or are.unwilling.to.budge from
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their rooms: The elderly are very fortunate and,are well looked
after by Our governmeht and things are much bettey than before.
Some,6o.not know What improvement is needed. A few feel that the
improvemellt needed should be supplied by government.

Inregard to phySical health needs; the,elderlY make both general
and specifio suggestions (ii=39). There are general requests for
improVed health and treatment services preferably to be operated by
government, social. agencies Or churches,:rather Chan by ,private
operators, The tteatment and -services given should.cover dental;-
.eye care and pharthacare and other medical problems in order to avoid

Jiospitalization and lessen suffering. Besides, more hospitals and
-nursing-care homes with.means, and extended and:immediate care homes
are'also included as needs. All nursing-care homes should:be inspected

,andsupervised by government. A need for improVed-diet, the upgradihg
of food and nutritiOnal.care in-existing priVate and goVernment sponsored
rest homes is also identified-by the elderly.

Reasonable and,worthwhile suggestions (N=29) regarding housing
are also inCluded in the reports of the elderly. There is, a need for

more and better housing with a private.bed-room rather than a hide-a-bea
which is more suitable for those in failing health-and for-women.
.Government contrdlled low7cost housing including safe mobile courts
as well aadequate rental accommodation,Consisting of-a quiet one-
bedroom suite near shopping centers and transportation would contribute to'
the feeling of independence, the elderly seem to desire.

'Some of.the elderly suggest various measures could be taken to
, -preserve'one'S independenOe and continuity .in the life they'have known:

(N=26). The elderly should be encourageeto learn .to_help_theMselves----
and-retain privacy and independence- to-live-in their own homeSand

_igiveaLass-istance7VaTrYousework, gar:Ili-ling:and-other home needs,_ .

and/Or preserve the qualities of home life by being allowed to.live
with the.family when possible-, or bring personaLarticles,with them
(when moved to nursing care. residences) (9) This objective Also .

would be better realized by:building. Sualler retirement homes,rather
than.big high-rises and by.thede7institutionalization of places.'

. In regard to training and eduCation Suggestions (N=l7)'are made--
to train the young.on hoW to deal with all phases otlife concerning
the elderly, that the experience of the elderly. Could be af benefit
to them; that the-young. should be disciplined-more, taughtrighteousnesS
by the church, and taught to attend and'to,respect.the elderly mote .(7).
The elderly oh the other liana should be taught crafts - if able., as.well
as about different life styles, about growing Old and,about nutrition;
to .Acquire hobbies. during their life time and currently.to behelped
,to realize their full, potential:_more Cheice of courses is suggested
'in theSummer Session at UBC.. 0

. In regard to the-mental:competence of-the-eldetIy sOMereports
(N=8) complain that the elderly are put down on'intelligende and are
treated as moronS. Such practices should.uot be continued.as Cht elderly

14
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are knowledgeable and experienced and should be treated as people

and not shelved. They should'be encouraged to read and some already
know about the opportunities available to them (to improve their

schooling).

7

Some suggestions relate to improVing transportation and movement
facilities for boththe non-invalid and invalid pOpulation (N...6). Thus

some keel a need for improved transportatiOn to attenasocial activities,

lectureS and.plays. Moreover, it is felt that a person should be
delegated in each home totake people to places. There shou1(1

improved elevator service for the hanClcapped.

_

In'regard to' retirement (N=3) some of the elderly feel the goVern-
ment owes them a living and that retirement Ohould not be governed by

age and therefore should be.removed. More directly, one respondent
Would,like to.have a job. .

:The meagre references.to sexual activity (N=2) indicated regret -

over the infrequency of sexual"participation during one's earlier years

and .theA.nability of one respondent to provide sexual:satisictionk.
to.a.friend_who was currently hospitalize& in-a mental institution.

.
.

:,

, More gveral suggestions for improving.the life of the elderly

include <N=22): ------,

(1) The elderly should be assisted-to-live_in comfort, happiness
and contentment, in ahetter,zenv1rOnment.

(2)-Treat--thei-indiViduals in relation to their needs and illnesses.
(3) -Attention given to t!Icm should be no less than that ,T.:Ivento.

others.
(4) Life planned for .them should he meaningful.
(5) TheY should 'contribute to -their life.imprOvement as well as

add pleasure to-the life of others. as well as. for the Sake

Of.the centre,
(6) 'Aging° should mot be treated as adiseaSe by gOvernment.
(7):Randouts should be stopped- in order to prevent the lyingand

stealing which are sometime§ by-products of such Practices..
:.(8) ContinOed study of'the problem of the aged is also proposed.



Appendix I

'NOTE: Your answers are anonymous and will.remain confidential

This is a collection ofattitudes toward the older person and of
aging older persons themselvt.s.-

Your participation may have an iMportant bearing oh social attitudes
and will be used solely to estimate ,,eneral trends.

1. Ubat,are your impressions aboUt elderly people that you know?

2. What are,your imp:ression about.elderly "people in general?

How do you Le..1 nbout being old?

, HoW you iinz the.elderly derson is viewed in our socief'!?

5. What else might be'done to improe life for the elderly?

C.Any ol-her comments?



AGE: 60-64
65-69
70-74

30+

Please check ( ) below on the appropriate line.

MARITAL STATUS
Sing/e

' Married
Widow(er)
Separated/

divorced

,EDUCATION: None
Grade SchoOl
High School
College
VoCational

FINANCIAL RESOURCES
Superior
Suffici6nt
.Insufficient-

.FORMER_D_GCUPATION -----

Agricultural
,Tradesman,
'Business
Managerial
Professlonal
HoMe.maker.
Secretarial
Administrative

SEX: Male

Female

NORTH,AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP
1st generation

--2nd.gerieration

'3rd generation or.
more .

Other

S.

di;


